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Abstract (en)
[origin: FR2899246A1] The steam iron with a scaling indicator (10) comprises a radiator (3) having vaporization chamber (30) and a unit to calculate
an electric power consumed by iron and to activate the scaling indicator when calculated energy exceeds a pre-determined threshold. The radiator
has an electrical resistance heater (31) whose operation is controlled by a thermostat. The unit measures cumulative operating time of the heater
during which the thermostat supplies electrically the heater resistance, and is integrated into an electronic circuit that receives thermostat information
relating to the supply. The steam iron with a scaling indicator (10) comprises a radiator (3) having vaporization chamber (30) and a unit to calculate
an electric power consumed by iron and to activate the scaling indicator when calculated energy exceeds a pre-determined threshold. The radiator
has an electrical resistance heater (31) whose operation is controlled by a thermostat. The unit is used to measure cumulative operating time of the
heater during which the thermostat supplies electrically the heater resistance, and is integrated into an electronic circuit that receives thermostat
information relating to the supply. The unit is used to calculate the power consumption quantity by resistance heater to produce vapor in which
the scaling indicator is activated when the power consumption quantity exceeds the predetermined threshold. The energy consumed to produce
vapor is calculated by subtracting the energy consumed by the resistance heating. The estimated energy is necessary for pressing to dry a textile at
thermostat temperature. The energy required for pressing the dry textiles to adjust a temperature of the thermostat is estimated by the determined
power value from values stored in an integrated circuit memory. The activation threshold of the scaling indicator is modulated to a degree of
hardness of water introduced in the vaporization chamber, which is specified by the user. A knob enables the activation when the scaling indicator
is activated by resetting the calculation of consumed electric power. The knob comprises self-cleaning knob causing the sudden arrival of a large
amount of water into the vaporization chamber.
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